| Enhancing prevention and integration of health promotion and wellness | Vascular Risk Reduction 2.0 (VRR)  
Health Innovation Implementation and Spread (HIIS) Fund: Enhanced Lipid Reporting | Continue to engage new and existing stakeholders to focus on upstream care |
|---|---|---|
| Improving the patient journey, health system quality and care | Heart Failure (in collaboration with COPD)  
- Pathway: To standardize patient care through the implementation of a full ‘bundle’ which includes: 1) physician admission orders; and 2) transition-to-community bundle.  
- Pathways and Integration: integrating evidence-based strategies and outcomes to develop a bundle to support operational cost-saving targets  
- Care Path – development of care path in Connect Care  
- Heart attack readmission – improving rural readmission rates  
- Holter monitoring devices economic analysis | Reducing Low value cardiac testing:  
- Following Canada’s Choosing Wisely (CW) recommendations – reducing inappropriate cardiac tests  
Phase 1- Electrocardiography (ECG)  
Phase 2- Echocardiography (Echo) | Connect care:  
- Stroke: Connection back to Connect Care for data, order sets and stroke accreditation  
- Cardiac Connect Care support – policy development for Cardiac Holter Monitor Critical Values, and pending for event monitors and ambulatory blood pressure monitors |
| Reducing inequities in care and outcomes | Stroke Rehab: Acting on the recommendations of the AH Health Evidence Review including Virtual Care  
Sustainability for Stroke Action Plan outcomes  
EMS STEMI provincial protocol | Acute Stroke  
Stroke Flow  
CT angiography variation for vertigo and dizziness | Endovascular Therapy (EVT)  
- Supporting operations to expand the EVT time window from 6- to 24-hours  
- Development of a provincial position statement  
- Return on Investment |
| Research and innovation | Innovation  
- SEGUE-PSS project-Stroke innovation–  
- Stroke Sens  
- Beachhead | Research:  
- TNK vs TPS – ActQuiCR  
- Partnership for Research and Innovation in the Health System (PRIHS) PRIHS 6 – 2 advancing  
Health Evidence Review (HER)  
- VRR  
- Stroke Rehabilitation  
- Cardiac Stress Testing |